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"Reinforcing their political malleability - of which those swept along by the latest enter
tainment should remain unaware - the culture industry works at creating an all-embracing, 
all-pervasive state of mind. And the prize for this submission - which is at the root of the 
enthusiasm of the masses - is the temporary banishment of the sense of emptiness that af-

fects all layers of society" 

-Oliver Herwig, Dream IVorlds: Architecture And Entertainment

"Reacting against the submergence of the individual within the impersonal industrial cor
poration and the loss of independence and distinctness affecting wage earners in the United 
States, Baum populates the Land of Oz with a plethora of distinct and unique characters 
and has a number of these characters praise individualism and eccentricity." 

-Andrew Karp, Utopian Tension in L. Frank Baum's O:z

"In this 'age of deception,' as [Baum] called i� 'people accept the most preposterous state
ments of the purity and honesty of goods without emotion. ' [Baum] seemed to yearn for a 
world in which a hero pulls back the veil on .fraudulent leaders and their self-deceived fol
lowers. Why was common sense in such short supply?" 

-Evan Schwartz, Finding O:z: How L. Frank Baum Discovered the Great American Story
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I. Thesis Statement + Abstract

Thesis statement: 

How are systems if objects used as a means if distraction in the process if the 

corporatization if democracy? 

Abstract: 

In L. Frank Baum's classic "The Wonderful Wizard of Oz" (1900), the magical ruler of this fictitious 
land has no corporeal reality and does not exist beyond the tricks of a small man hiding behind a curtain, yet 
is able to dictate the behavior of individuals, maintain an army and rule an entire nation. How can this imagi
nary being rule without ever existing at all? 

In "Human Nature and the Social Order," American sociologist Charles Horton Cooley claims that 
persons of fiction, the dead or the gods "with no corporeal reality" are real members of society due to the 
fact that they could be imagined by living individuals (Cooley 1902: 287). These socially-alive yet physically 
non-existent entities are given the power of life not through birth but through the inhabitation of the imag
ination of the individual. By the creation of objects in the image of the physically non-existent, systems 
of information are able to create an identity of an entity independent of a corporeal reality (Cooley 1902: 
287-288). Stories, legends, busts, entablatures and temples work together to paint a portrait of the physical
ly non-existent by offering physical artifacts for the individual to interact with and internalize. Similarly, the
modern state creates its own network of objects, although at a much larger scale, with its construction of a
civic architecture and a codification of its own national vernacular to both create and continue a world-view
specific to its aims and needs.

Over the course of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries in the United States, however, as many 
public functions have been privatized and operated by corporate entities, these architectural objects have 
transitioned from reified concepts of democracy to an architecture of reassurance. The architecture of reas
surance aims to distract the modern individual from their suspension of power and individuality to private 
entities. Telling a cautionary tale of the ways in which the built environment can be used a means of distrac
tion, this thesis creates a network of architectural objects that, when employed at the urban scale, are able 
to distract an entire population from noticing that its publicly-held spaces have been ceded to private hands 
without its consent. 

-5-
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Concept Diagram: The Ma11 Bel1111d tire C11rtam: Creation of a No11-Corporeal Reality by a Sy1te111 of ObjectJ 
Diagram by Author 
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Concept Diagram: Emerald City Arrival Sequence: Arrival and Distraction 
Diagram by Author 
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Introduction 

After a violent cyclone displaced young Dorothy from her native Kansas and dropped her in the Land 

of Oz, she desperately sought a way to leave this strange, foreign land and return to the place that she called 

home. To do so, Dorothy was instructed to make the long journey to the administrative center of this new 

land to speak with the only person alive who could help: Oz himself 

Following a fantastical journey through fields, forests and groves Dorothy and a team of misfits met 

along the way arrived at the Emerald City to request a meeting with Oz. "He will see you now," a green sol

dier told the young girl, "but you must go to the throne room alone." Leaving her new friends - a scarecrow, 

a man made of tin and a rather jumpy lion - young Dorothy mustered her remaining courage and ventured 

down a long, narrow hallway to an arched green door. Opening the door, Dorothy found herself standing in 

front of a grand throne of green marble. Dwarfed by the scale of the vaulted chamber of carved emeralds, 

young Dorothy faced the image of the Great and Powerful Oz in a state of wonder and fear. The floating head 

that greeted her, with its booming voice, demanded both information and participation in a political coup from 

the young child before hearing her request, which through methods of intimidation, he was able to receive. 

Dorothy and the Wizard of Oz in the throne room, W.W. Denslcm, 1900. 

- 8-
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While we later learn that the Oz described in L. Frank Baum's classic "The Wonderful Wizard of Oz" ( 1900) 

had no corporeal reality and did not exist beyond the tricks of a small man hidden behind a curtain, we see 

that he was able to dictate the behavior of individuals, maintain an army and rule an entire nation. The ques

tion is then raised: how can an imaginary creature rule without ever existing at all? The series of objects that 

Dorothy encounters in the scene previously described; the arched door, long corridor, vaulted ceilings, marble 

throne and a floating head, all offer clues and can first be explained through the perspectives offered by sociol

ogists Emile Durkheim and Charles Horton Cooley. 

The Wizard, W.W. Denslow, 1900. 
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Types of Solidarity 
With the emergence of industrialization in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Durkheim noticed 

the differences that emerged between rural, agrarian societies and increasingly urbanizing, industrial societies. 

In response, French sociologist Emile Durkheim ( I 858-1917) differentiates types of societies as those being 

held together by mechanical solidarity (rural, agrarian) or organic solidarity (urban, industrial). In societies 

held together by mechanical solidarity, a high collective consciousness can exist as individuals are held togeth

er by similarities. The individual in this society is highly independent and self-sufficient, relying not on their 

neighbor to produce necessities, but instead is able to produce these goods independently. 

With a specialized division of labor however, a social environment where individuals depend great-

ly on one another emerges. The resulting environment is one of intense collective life where individuals are 

bound together in organic solidarity1. As the individual must rely on social relationships and exchange for 

slu-vival, the role of society in becomes more powerful and dominant in everyday life. Durkheim, who defines 

a god as a presence to the individuals in a society as a being superior to themselves on which they can depend~, 

then from a Durkheimian perspective collective urban society can be understood to have god-like control over 

the individuals who live their lives in a never-ending "sensation of perpetual dependence,''!!. 
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Table describing the ditlerences between mechanical and organic solidarity, Lukes, l!>i3 
I. Durkheim, Emile. 189~. · rrecontractual Solidarity· In R Collins. 19!H Four Sociological Traditions Selected Readings l!lli• l!J, 

'1.. Durkheim, Emile. 191 ~ •Social Rituals and Sacred Objects." In R. Collins. 199•~- Four Sociological Traditions Selected Readings· !.!OG 

s Ibid. 
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Ideology and the Role of Objects in Organic Solidarity 
As visible representations of collective beliefs take on a role of increased importance in societies 

transitioning to organic solidarity, civic spaces and the symbols embedded within them become increasingly 

importance in creating national identity and a new type of secular collective consciousness. While the urban 

individual is dependent on the powerful society around them, they are not entirely passive in their acceptance 

of outside dominance and can sense that an outside force is acting upon. However, the urban individual is 

unable to pinpoint the exact source of this power. They then "must invent by themselves the idea of these 

powers" in a way that creates a function and connection for themselves, so they can come to understand, or 

pretend to understand, the ways in which they are controlled •. 

While societies held together by mechanical solidarity understand the role divine and powerful at the 

conceptual level due to the homogeneous nature of their organization, the heterogeneous society in organic 

solidarity requires physical artifacts and objects to unify a heterogeneous population. Civic spaces and sym

bols, in this context, are simply the reification of the individual's desire for connection and understanding of 

the power that controls them. 

In "Human Nature and the Social Order," American sociologist Charles Horton Cooley claimed that 

the spiritual or divine "with no corporeal reality" are real members of society because they could be imagined 

by living individuals r,, Over the course of human history, those occupying the worlds of the dead, the ficti

tious and the spiritual have been given the ability to exist within the social world without ever needing to have 

taken a breath. These socially-alive yet physically non-existent entities are given the power of life not through 

birth but through the inhabitation of the imagination of the individual. 

Corporeal Reality 

&e 
Jr 

+ Network of Objects Social Identity 

~ " 
• . •• -

,.. •' ~ ' 

+ 

-
: ~ 

' . 

The Social Identity of the Wizard of Oz, Diagram by Autho;-
·• Dur~heim, Emile. 191'1. "Social Rituals and Sacred Objects." In R Collins 1994 Four Sociological Tradit ions: Selected Readings . ~06. 
~ Cool,;,y, Cha.Jes 1 lorton. HIO'J. "Soctoty ls in the Mind · In R. Collins. 199·•· Four Sociologkal Traditions, Selected Readings . '187, 
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By the creation of objects in the image of the physically non-existent, systems of information can cre

ate an identity of an entity independent of a corporeal realitya. Disparate elements like stories, legends, busts, 

entablatures and temples work together to paint a portrait of the physically non-existent by offering physical 

artifacts for the individual to interact with and internalize. The state similarly creates its own network of 

objects, although at a much larger scale, with its construction of a civic architecture and a codification of its 

own national vernacular to both create and continue a world-view specific to its aims and needs. To reinforce 

and perpetuate the ideology created by interaction with civic artifacts, the individual must periodically interact 

with them through social rituals. 

Ideology and the Role of Objects in Organic Solidarity 
Individuals feel strength through being in their social group, whether in the form of a religious affil

iation or political party. By being with other citizens and seeing them engage in religious acts, the individual 

feels stronger and less alone. By "uttering the same cry, pronouncing the same word, or performing the same 

gesture in regard to some object" or space, the individual can feel in unison with their society and revivify 

their collective beliefs7. Civic spaces in the secular, urban society, in addition to public ceremonies and holidays, 

then come to serve as a well of strength and confidence to the individual. 

However, in moments when a society is in a state of transition and the normative behaviors and belief 

systems that hold it together are loosened, social norms become ambiguous. When this occurs, the individual 

becomes confused by their role in both society and the world, leading to a reevaluation of their position and 

goalsK. This confused normlessness at the individual level, also known as anomie, was of interest to Durkheim 

during the transition from mechanical to organic solidarity as increased density of heterogeneous individuals 

created new organic social relationships that allowed individuals to challenge cultural values and social rules . 

Across the Atlantic in the Midwestern United States, American writer L. Frank Baum also held great interest 

in the differences between rural, agrarian society and urban, industrial society and the resulting alteration of 

the definition of the individual, 

6. Cooley, Charles Horton. 190\I "Society I, m the Mind · In R Collins. llllH Four /;oc1ological Tradition.,. Seleeted Readings, 1167•>!68 
7. Durkheim, Emile. 19 II!. "'Social Rituals and Sacred Objects." In R Collin.,. 199-~ rour Soc1olog1cal Traditions Selected Reading." 'l 17 
8 . Luhman, Reid. The Sociologkal Outlook '1007 
9 . Zhao, Ruohui. and Liqun Cao. -social Change and Anomie· A Cross-National Study." Social Forces H8, no. :I (,IO 10} h!O!J-,li fl. 
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L. Frank Baum and a Changing America 
After an early life spent in Upstate New York and a later stop in South Dakota, Baum eventually landed 

in Chicago, Illinois at the end of the nineteenth century Through the first-hand experiences of living in both 

America's most rural and urban areas at a time of growing American industrialization, Baum became fasci

nated in the relationship of the individual and the city, and the ways in which this relationship had changed 

with industrialization. Similar in focus to other nineteenth century writers such as William Morris, Emerson, 

Thoreau and Whitmani, Baum was concerned with the shifting social expectations of the individual as they 

moved to the city to work in factories and the associated loss of individual independence and freedom from 

the division of labor. Through this focus on individuality in the nineteenth century and experiences with Chi

cago's new soaring towers, buzzing trains and the dazzling spectacle of the 1895 World's Columbian Expo

sition., Baum questioned if one could even maintain an individual identity among the midst of the industrial 

changes swirling around them. In this period, Baum asks "probing questions about what it really means to be 

true or honest to one's individual nature" wondering if "it is natural for human beings to live together in an 

elaborate society with restrictions on their freedom or is it more natural for them to live totally free as hunt

er-gatherers in the wilds, mere 'unaccommodated man'?"'}. 

L. Frank Baum, Alexander Mitchell Library, 1900. 

I Karp, Andrew. "Utopian Tension in L. Frank Baum'• Oz." Utopian Studies 9, no. ,i (1998)• l07 
,l. Karp, Andre": "Utopian Tension in L. Frank Baum'• O,." Utopian Studies 9, no.~ ( 19!18)· 11·} 
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Baum and The World"s Columbian Exposition 

The Grand Pla1.a, Chicago Tribune, lll!JS. The Emerald City, W.W. Denslow, 1900. 

After moving to Chicago with his family in 1891, Baum alongside the rest of the city watched anx

iously as the shining white exhibition halls of the World's Columbian Exposition quickly emerged in magical 

fashion. Baum, fascinated by famous swindlers such as PT. Barnum and their "core insight that Americans 

not only love to be swindled but will pay money for the privilege as long as the swindle comes with a good 

story" {227)1 was particularly intrigued by the spectacle and excitement of the fair for both the extravagant 

consumption of consumer goods by fairgoers and the temporary nature of the commercial 'city' that would 

quickly vanish~. 

The gleaming white exhibition halls designed by famous American architects such as McKim, Mead & 

White on a site planned by Daniel Burnham appeared from the distance to be made of white marble, but upon 

closer inspection were made of a thin stucco like material called staff spread over wooden planks and ply

wood:1. While the previous World's Fairs in Paris and Barcelona could rely on the existing historic beauty of 

their respective cities' long architectural traditions, this American version required the manufacture of a thin 

veneer of elegance, age and beauty to trick the visitor into a similar type of experience. Within these flimsy 

stuccoed walls, the visitor was bombarded by a spectacle of new products available for purchase and consump

tion. Over 65,000 exhibits displayed new, proudly American consumer goods such as "Cracker Jacks, Aunt 

Jemima Syrup, Cream of Wheat, Juicy Fruit Gum and Pabst Beer . .. soda and hamburgers" (82)k 

I. S.:hwarll, E,·an I. Finding Oz llow L. Frank Baum Discovered 1he Greal American Story. 'lOO!l· ~'l7. 
'l The Wi1.ar<l of Oz, ,\ Reader~ Companion, Suzanne Rahn. 1998: -f8. 
3 , Schwar11., E,·an I. Finding: Oz : llow L Frank Baum Discovered 1he Gn,at American Story <JOO!) 'l'lO. 
·f. The I listorian's Wizard or Oz. Ranjit S. Dighe 'l()()'l: l!'l. 
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The fair and its beautiful settings, while aiming to convey American prosperity to the world, was 

unabashedly a carnival of consumption with companies aiming to promote their products to willing buyers 

while creating strong brand identity. Even the biggest name of the American corporate elite, John D. Rocke

feller of Standard Oil, cashed in on the opportunity to improve the public perception of his brand by donating 

the money for the construction of a new university to be developed north of the fair's Midway Plaisance. The 

resulting university, The University of Chicago, opened its doors in the fall of 1892 and "blend[ed] into a 

seamless whole" with the fair, making it "hard to tell where the new university ended and the expo began," 

(223)s. 

Baum, while initially excited by the spectacle of the fair, grew disenchanted by the excessive spending 

he saw from his fellow visitors and the intentionally deceptive actions of those selling goods along the Mid

way6. Frustrated, Baum wrote that in this deceptive environment "people accept the most preposterous state

ments of the purity and honesty of goods without emotion," {227),. Hoping for greater common sense from 

his fellow visitors, "he seemed to yearn for a world in which a hero pulls back the veil on fraudulent leaders," 

(227)H businessmen, and entertainers. While he did not know during his time wandering along the Midway, 

seven years later he would publish his most famous work, The Wonderful Wizard of Oz., and do just that. 

5 Schwart,, E,·an I. Finding Oz Ho\\ L. Frank Baum Discovered the Great American Story. 11009: :l:l!I. 
6 Schwart,, F.un I. Finding Oz How I~ Fran• Baum Disconred the Great American Story. 1100!): 11117. 
7 Ibid. 
H. Ibid. 
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Oz as an Idealized America 
Considering the conflict between urban and agrarian life, in addition to his experiences at the World's 

Columbian Exposition, Baum began to develop the fictitious land that he is best known for today: the Land of 

Oz. Through the creation of Oz in his first novel in the series, The Wonderful Wizard of Oz, Baum creates 

a testing ground for a national environment that "manage[s] to create harmony while protecting rampant 

individualism," ( 113}1. Much like the America that Baum was experiencing, Oz is "caught on the line between 

technology and pastoralism, between the industrial present and the romanticized past" and continues a the

matic interest of particular interest in nineteenth century life and literature.-a thematic line that runs through 

life and literature in turn of the century United States," ( 106)~- While Baum sees corporate industrialization 

and a rising consumer culture transform the American individual into a wage-earner, Baum "creates a cast of 

individual characters whose unique personalities and eccentricities are celebrated in comparison to the name

less, working inhabitants of the four lands of Oz," ( 106)s. 

Disenchanted by the increasingly consumption-oriented direction of American culture in aiming to 

fill an internal, individual void in this period of transition and anomie, Baum introduces individual characters 

in search of external gratification only to find that they possessed what they needed inside of them all along. 

Dorothy, seeking home, The Scarecrow, seeking intelligence, The Tin Man, seeking compassion, and The 

Cowardly Lion, seeking courage, are introduced as individuals seeking qualities "which could be put to use to 

overcome alienation,'"( 127) ~- Baum, frustrated by the loss of individuality, used the development of these char

acters to convey that "common people do not need managers or middlemen to run their affairs, that the latent 

creative potential in each person need only be awakened and encouraged to develop," ( 127)5. 

Baum's uniquely American characters were also used to question the socializing process of the country 

growing around him. In his Oz, characters have little need for formal, industrial schooling or arbitrary social 

conventions but simply seek to better themselves and literally fill a physical void within themselves through 

self•improvement. While these characters have altruistic goals, they too fall into a similar trap to many Amer

icans in Baum's age: the confusion of virtue and an outer symbok While seeking home, intelligence, compas

sion and courage, the characters do not fully believe that they already have the tools for self-fulfillment inside 

of them until given worthless symbols representing that which they seek. 
I Karp. Andre\\: "Utopian Tens,on in L Frank Baum"s Oz - Utopian Studies 9, no. s! {199H). 11:1 
I Karp, Andre\\: "Utopian Tension in L , Frank Baum s Oz · Utopian Studies !l, no. ,i ( l!l9H). 106. 
:, Ibid 
~ l opes, Jeck. Fairy Tales and the Art of Sub\'ersion. 1988, l:l, 
s Ibid 
6 WW, Hearn The Annotated Wizard of Ch lOOO '186 
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t 

The celebration of individual characters a.~ they arrive in the Emerald City, W.W. Denslo\\, l!JOO 

"Because his head is shiffed with pins and needles, the Scarecmw thinks he is sharp-witted. Because hzs heart 

is silk-lined and.filled with sawdust, the Tin Woodman feels he ,s tender hea1·ted. Because he has dnmk some 

liquor of unknown content, the Lion boasts that he is fiell of courage. The Wizard, in effect, has prov£ded each 

with a physical pun. Now the Scarecrow, the Tin IVoodman, and the Cowardly Lion possess the concrete symbols, 

the tangible proof, of what they have always had in themselves," (282);. 

Alarmed by rise of populist leaders at the turn of the century and their ability to capitalize of the 

loneliness of the modern worker, Baum uses the Land of Oz and its Wizard as a cautionary tale of this lead

ership style. The social condition of Oz that contrasts individual personalities such as an all-powerful Wizard 

to nameless crowds in the Emerald City stands as a metaphor for the susceptibility of crowds in idolizing 

those who have maintained the individuality that they have lost. In the state of anomie associated with dra

matic social changes, human beings and creatures in Oz are constantly looking for meaning and place. Mean

ing is then found in the power of those able to maintain the individuality, the most notable being The Wizard 

of Oz. This celebration of those able to maintain individuality in the face of change in Oz leads the average 

citizen to project divine status to public leaders in the new, secular state. Much like Oz being a place where 

individuals 

7 W. W., I-learn The Annotated Wizard of Oz. 'lOOO. 'l8'l. 
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are seeking ways to maintain their sense of individuality, the modern American of Baum's era becomes vul

nerable to populist leaders who can project strong individuality. 

In the modern environment when the contemporary person has lost much of their individuality, the 

individual becomes easily drawn to larger than life personalities who are able to freely express themselves 

and can fall victim to populist leaders like the Great and Powerful Oz. As previously discussed, societies held 

together by organic solidarity have an increased focus on physical, concrete representations of larger, more 

abstract concepts, resulting in highly articulated civic spaces and monuments that allow for a collective identi

ty to emerge from a large population performing public acts.Therefore, the populist leader of Oz is capitaliz

ing on the fears of his citizens and through the maintenance of public symbols and' architecture highlighting 

his power and reassuring citizens that they are in good hands. 

In creating a civic, monumental architecture in both Oz and in America, the ways in which the mon

ument relates to the urban network becomes just as important as the monument itselfs. Homogeneous urban 

spaces feel unimportant as they lack hierarchy and do little to ease the discomfort of the modern individual 

searching for meaning from the masses, while successful urban spaces establish hierarchy among elements 

through contrast in scale and type are more successful in guiding individuals through a site and establishing 

space,,. By using architecture and public space as a way of establishing place for the individual and ridding 

themselves of the sense of emptiness from the modern world, the individual must submit to the guidance and 

authority of the power represented u t 

8. Moore, Charle$ W -y.,u lla..-e to Pay for the Public Life - Perspecta 9/ IO (1!165}: 57-106 
9 . Ibid 
10. l·lerwig. Oliver. and Hol,herr, Florian. Dream Worlds ,\rch1tecture and Entertainment :lUOH. 
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Baum, Narrative and the Exploration of Transition and Reassurance 
The acceptance of a new guiding force - whether in the form of a powerful Wizard or an author guid

ing a reader through a story - does not happen instantaneously with the wave of a wand. This acceptance of 

the new requires a period of transition away from the world of the familiar to the new world of the unfamil

iar and the fantastic. In creating works of fantasy and science fiction, references to the world which the reader 

is familiar are necessary to keep the reader engaged. A world completely different than ours would be impos

sible to comprehend for any reader1. While adults can process and accept mor~ degrees of strangeness away 

from their reality, a narrative whose target audience is children requires a more subtle, gentle transition from 

their world to the world of the strange and new~. 

While writing his American fairy tale, Baum looked to existing works of children's literature, partic

ularly Lewis Carrol's Alice in Wonderland, in structuring a narrative that would not overwhelm his young 

readers. The result was a gradient from a familiar American landscape to a fantastic, colorful world of magic:,. 

Similar to Carrol's Alice, Baum begins his story with a young girl similar in age to that of the expected audi

ence and places her in the familiar: her home. Through the use of a portal located at each home (Alice's hole 

and Dorothy's cyclone), the young girls cross the threshold into a new place. The first experience for both 

focuses entirely on a manipulation of the physical scale of their surroundings, with Dorothy facing a child

scaled environment in Munchkinland and Alice shrinking and growing in a small room. 

While Alice's journey quickly transitions to a world of strangeness, Baum's Dorothy faces a more 

gentle transition to the other-worldliness of Oz. After leaving the comfortable scale of Munchkinland and 

beginning her journey to the magical Emerald City along the Yellow Brick Road, Dorothy encounters her 

first friend: The Scarecrow. Baum uses the image of a scarecrow - an image familiar to both young American 

readers and Kansan Dorothy - to continue the transition to the unfamiliar through infusing this object with 

life. Dorothy's next friend, The Tin Man, is an image unfamiliar to Dorothy and the reader but is scaled to the 

human body and embedded with human features, allowing for the acceptance in this next degree of strange

ness. Dorothy's last friend, The Cowardly Lion, steps to an additional degree of strangeness by occupying a 

non-human body while possessing human emotion and abilities. 

I. Rahn, Suzanne. The Wizard of Oz • Shaping an Imaginary World. 1998· 81- 8 , 
;i Ibid 
3 . lbid 
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5. The Strange and Fantastic 
1 Journey to the \Vicked \Vitch of the \Vest 
ii. Journey to the Good Witch of the South 

4. Destination 
T he Emerald City 

.'l. Transition 
i Scarecrow Familiar 
ii Tin Man f"amihar + Strange 
iii Lion· St ran Ke 

2. The Familiar + Small Scale 
i Munchkin, 
ii. Munchkin Farm Land 

1. Portal + Threshold 
i Kansas + Dorothy's I louse 

i1. Cyclone 

The Wo11derf11l Wizard of Oz Narrative Sequence, Diagram by Author. 
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After being guided through Oz by increasingly strange sidekicks. Dorothy and the reader arrive at 

the narrative's destination: The Emerald City. With the transition to the fantastic complete, Dorothy and the 

reader is able to accept more bizarre journeys featuring more unfamiliar characters than previously encoun

tered i. Dorothy and her friends travel to the Winkie Country to vanquish the Wicked Witch of the West, 

meeting flying monkeys along the way. After melting the Wicked Witch and exposing the Wizard of Oz, 

Dorothy and her friends begin their final journey to request court with Glinda, the Good Witch of the South. 

Along the way. Dorothy and her friends meet talking figurines made of dainty china and imaginary, long

necked creatures named Quadlings before Dorothy meets Glinda and sends herself home. 

In addition to the gradual introduction of increasingly unfamiliar characters and settings, 

Baum also uses color to theme environments to aid in the transition from the familiar to the unfamiliar. Af

ter leaving gray Kansas Dorothy arrives in the blue-themed Munchkinland (primary. single color, easier to 

process) with people and buildings both at her scale (the familiar) before following a yellow road (primary. 

single color, easier to process) to arrive at the focal point: a completely fantastical city. This destination, coded 

in green, a secondary color marks the synthesis of Dorothy's experiences in Oz, allowing her to begin more 

complex adventures. 

+ 

·-
Arrival (Primary) Journey (Primary) Destination (Secondary) 

Color and Narrative Composition, Diagram by Author. 

-~ Rahn, Suianne. The Wiiard of Oi Shaping an Imaginary World 1998· 8-~ 
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Baum's narrative strategy would later come to occupy the American landscape beyond the pages of 

his children's books in the form of America's favorite playground: the theme park. In the America that Baum 

inhabited, amusement parks such as Coney Island were chaotic, disjointed and lacking a general theme5. The 

Land of Oz, with its five distinct, color-themed lands that were entered by readers gradually and subtly be

came the ideal model for ,the creation of the theme park as we know it today. In 1905, "Baum may have been 

the first person to conceive of such a park" through his announcement that he had purchased an island off the 

coast of Southern California with the aim of "turning the entire island into a miniature Oz," ( 102-IOS)o. 

While Baum's announcement was merely a publicity stunt, this concept and organizational strategy 

was later adopted by another storyteller for children in his construction of a theme park in Southern Cali

fornia fifty years later,. The eventual manifestation of Baum's narrative strategy, Walt Disney's Disneyland, 

is organized with "four distinct regions and a central axis" each with its own "unifying theme, like the color 

themes of Baum's countries." ( 102-IOS)H. 

5 R~hn, Suzanne, The Wizard of O,, · Shaping an Imaginary World 1098· IOll•I~ 
6 Ibid. 
7 Ibid. 
s Ibid. 
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Architecture + Curated Sequence of Reassurance 
Unique to the emergence of modern, public spaces in rapidly industrializing countries in the nine

teenth and twentieth centuries was the site as distraction and reassurance of place in society through sight

seeing. Sites gain their status of importance through a process called sight sacralization, defined by landscape 

architect and sociologist Dean MacCannell in five stages of transformation. Dean MacCannell defines "sight 

sacralization in reference to sightseeing as a modern ritual and the distinguishing characteristics that make 

places significant." 1 In the first stage of sacralization, the site is marked as different from the context, leading 

it to be viewed as worthy of preservation or celebration, reinforcing the importance of contrast in establish

ing civic spaces of reassurance. Next, the space or object must be framed and elevated to create specific, curat

ed views when interacting with the monument or space. Next, the space or monument becomes enshrined or 

viewed as cherished and sacred in the collective consciousness of a social group. Following enshrinement, the 

space or monument enters a phase of mechanical production in which books, postcards and other souvenirs 

are produced, creating a social image of the site through distribution and advertising and establishing the site 

or monument as a concept. Lastly, the space or monument enters a stage of social reproduction in which the 

conceptual understanding of a site is repeated in different locations in homage to the original. 

In the United States, multiple sites have undergone this process of sight sacralization, such as the Na

tional Mall in Washington, DC. A sacred landscaped park linking many of America's most prominent national 

monuments, museums and civic buildings through a long lawn, the transformation of the Mall over the course 

of the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries is directly related to the American shift from a society 

held together by mechanical solidarity to organic solidarity. With a greater need for both viewing reified con

cepts as monuments in organic solidarity and spaces for creating a sense of place and scale in a state of tran

sition, the development of a repository of national symbols and monuments was important in maintaining an 

American collective conscience. Originally a series of smaller, individual Victorian Parks, the Mall began to 

take its current, consolidated form with the creation of the McMillan Plan, developed by the McMillan Com

mission in the early twentieth century. The McMillan Plan, crafted through the guidance of Daniel Burnham, 

Frederick Law Olmstead and Charles McKim, envisioned a S00'-wide lawn bordered by American elms and 

monumental public buildings on either side. 

1 TAYUJR. SUE ANN "RITUAi~ BF.LIEF, AND MEANING IN TIIE PRODUCTION OF" SACRED SPACE" In Transcending Architecture, 160-69 ~015 
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The Washington Monument rendering for the McMillan Plan, Library of Congress 

The site is given its established importance through its location between the seat of American democ

racy, the United States Capitol Building, and the Potomac River. The long, open, green site stands in contrast 

to the rest of low-lying, dense Washington and establishes a clear hierarchy among elements (step 1), with 

museums and federal office buildings on the north and south sides framing views of the larger Capitol Build

ing and Washington Monument on the east and west sides, respectively (step 2). The Mall, whose early and 

later monuments stand as memorials to sacrifices made by the military and American leaders for the preser

vation of the United States, becomes enshrined and given a reverent status among Americans (step S). From 

early renderings and paintings of the McMillan Plan to today's souvenir carts that dot the landscape around 

the Mall today, the Mall has been gained its own social identity and conceptual unde,·standing among the 

American public through the distribution of information about the site's importance through advertising in 

the form of these objects ( step 4 ). 

Souvenirs in Washington D.C., BuildingCollectorcom 
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In a stage of social reproduction, the conceptual understanding of the Mall and its network of objects 

is repeated in different locations in homage to the original. Washington D.C., the model for creating a network 

of monumental objects in creating national identity in the United States has been reproduced in public com

plexes at the municipal and state scale across the country (step 5). 

Id.tho Cap,t~ Bwhlmg ( 190.S~ lclahoAtthitttmttProJttt.org 

United States Capitol Building ( 1793), Politifact.com 

\Vuhmgton State Capitol ( 19'1~~ The- Sc-aulr T1n1C"S. \\'nt Virpia Stat"Capiiol ( 19.Sil~ W".1t Virgm1,1 Pubbr 
Broadrasnng 
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One notable reproduction of the civic typology used by the National Mall is the experience provided at 

Walt Disney World in Orlando, Florida. The Magic Kingdom at Walt Disney World Resort moves the visitor 

through the park through interaction with a series of objects and monuments while encouraging the suspen

sion of disbelief through moving from the familiar to the unfamiliar,,. After arriving through a portal, or train 

station, the visitor first interacts with the familiar: the American "Main Street" and civic plaza centered on 

the American flag. The visitor moves along the main arcade, down Main Street USA, and meanders through 

familiar shops and restaurants. Visitors then arrive at the famous Partners statue of Walt Disney and Mickey 

Mouse, who reassure the visitor that the fantasy world about to be entered is a place for fun. In this plaza, the 

visitor is given five different "lands" to enter, all separated by a body of water, requiring the final threshold of 

a bridge to be crossed before fuJiy entering a land of fantasy. 

United States Capitol Building ( I 7!J,'1), Politifact.com 

II llerw1g, Oliver., and llolzherr, F lorian Urearn Worlds Architeeture and Entertainment. l!OOH 
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Sequential Plan Sequential Plan 

Monumental Transition Monumental Transition 

Diagram.~ by A11tho1·. 
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Conclusion 
As Oz and the United States at the time of its writing were both experiencing the transition from a 

state of mechanical solidarity to organic solidarity, individuals in both were experiencing a state of anomie 

and anxiety regarding shifting social roles and expectations. This anomie led individuals to become attract-

ed to the leadership of the populist Wizard who was able to express his individuality while others were not. 

The Wizard, sensing frustration and confusion, capitalized on this state of transition and through architec

tural and political decisions was able to create a social identity that individuals would be attracted to through 

the creation of the Emerald City In creating the Land of Oz, notably the Emerald City, Oz author L. Frank 

Baum uses narrative to create a sequence for both his characters and readers that subtly guides them from the 

familiar to the unfamiliar and fantastic. Found to be similar to Baum's narrative structure is the compositional 

organization of a curated architecture of reassurance. America's reassuring monumental architecture, begin

ning with the City Beautiful Movement at the beginning of the twentieth-century, spread monuments that 

reified American values and beliefs to help construct a collective consciousness throughout the United States. 

Private developers soon recognized the role of architecture as reassurance in offsetting anomie and 

created their own private spaces following a similar architectural model. Privately-developed spaces of re

assurance such as theme parks, shopping malls, planned communities and semi-public plazas then began to 

proliferate the American landscape. Through hiding behind the curtain of an architecture as entertainment, 

private developers have distracted the individual American from noticing that their public spaces have been 

slowly privatized and operated by anonymous, undemocratically elected leaders. This pervasive spread of 

manufactured spaces created a new type of American leadership: totalitarian entertainment. 

The Wizard's City of Emeralds, the fully privatized setting provided by Baum and this thesis, serves 

as a cautionary tale of the power of architecture to reassure, distract and entertain individuals feeling a sense 

of anomie. The dystopian environment provided by this thesis creates a network of architectural objects that 

when employed at the urban scale are able to create identity for a corporatized system of government ruled by 

an individual who does not exist. 
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Scale of the Neighborhood 

Scale of the Instution 

Scale of the City 

Scale of the Block 

•··· .... r;J 
•-.• ~ . Scale of the Monument 

··<d 

ii 
Scale of the Room 

Diagram hy Author. 
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Campidoglio 
Rume, Italy, Michelangelo, 1536-15-16 

Wnrld's Columbian Exposition 
Chicago, Illinois, United States, Daniel Burnham, l89S 

Emerald City 
Metro Goldwyn Mayer (MGM) Studios, 19S9 

Celebration. Florida 
Osceola, County. Florida, United States, 1996 

Piaz1.a San Pietro 
Rome, Italy. Gian Lorenzo Bermno, u;55-l6<i7 

Exposition Universelle of 1900 
Paris. Fram:e, HJOO 

agic Kingdom, Walt Disney World 
Orlando, Florida, United States, l!J7 I 
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Campidoglio 
Rome, Italy, Michelangelo, 1536- 1546 
Located on the site where Romulus - the founder of Rome - created the first sanctuary for Roman citizens is Michelangelo's Campido
glio complexl. Commissioned by Pope Paul Ill in 1536, Michelangelo was tasked in creating a unified civic square2. The sequence of 
the square creates a space to be enjoyed by all in Rome. From the busy streets of Rome, one arrives at a large staircase that begins the 
sequence up to the square. Ascending up the stair, the visitor is greeted by two black Egyptian lions that mark the initial threshold to 
the complex3. When reaching the square at the top of the stair, an enclosed zone emerges, capped by three buildings. The Palazzo dei 
Conservatori and the Palazzo Nuovo frame the centered Palazzo Senatorio4. The angled facades of the buildings framing the Palazzo 
Senatorio create a tea ezo_idal s uare, creating an illusion of reater distance between the visitor and the Palazzo Senatorio. 

-· - --,.l!ii~ • ,,..- • • ~ -r:~ ....... 
""0. • • • • r f;:,. - ;,(} ~ - -:-

~ . - ~ ~-
-~.~~~-~ 

Campidoglio, engraved by lltienne Dup~rac, I 568. 

I 
I • 
,; 

-~ Ii:- i 

~w 

_ ___. 

Plan of the Piazza del Cam ,do ho 
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Piazza San Pietro 
Vatican City, Rome, Italy, Gian Lorenzo Bernini, 1655-1667 
Constructed between 1656 and 1667 under the commission of Pope Alexander VII, the Piazza San Pietro aimed to establish the author
ity and power of the Catholic Church 1. Designed as an interpretation of the maternal arms of the church embracing followers of Christ 
arriving at the seat of the Catholic church, Bernini aimed to create a space where pilgrims could worship free from the distractions and 
realities of the outside world2. The colonnades lining either side of the piazza serves a buffer from the outside world while also framing 
the visitor's view of St. Peter's Basilica. Upon arriving at the piazza from the narrow streets of Rome, the visitor first arrives at a trape• 
zoidal area (the Piazza Retta) that creates a state of transition from the outside, secular world, to this internalized, religious world before 
unfolding itself into !he large, open Pia_zz~ (?~liqua3. 

- - -- =-'7- -1oo-.,._-~ • 

~ -A •::1:~ 
fl!. .... 

I ·st Peter' Piaua.· Honors Program in Rome. ,J,J Sept. '1004. depts. washington.edu/ home/ . 
el Ibid 
:i Ibid 
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Sketch by Bernini. 
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World's Columbian Exposition 
Chicago, Illinois, United States, Daniel Hudson Burnham, 189.'l 
Inspired by the 1889 Paris Universal Exposition that celebrated engineering and resulted in the famous Eiffel Tower, Daniel Burnham 
sought to create a unique experience for the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago through the use of architecture and sculpture. 
'!he main exhibition complex, planned by Burnham, featured a row of monumental, white buildings designed by American architectur
al giants such as Richard Morris Hunt, McKim Mead and White, Sullivan and Adler, and George Post, among others, along the Grand 
Basin 1. This row of monumental buildings terminated at the domed administration building and the main railroad station of the event. 
L. Frank Baum, author of "The Wonderful Wizard of Oz" lived in Chicago at the time and was inspired by the dazzling White City that 
he visitedi. 

World's Columbian Exposition Map. 1893. 

I. Gonzalez, Ricardo. "Chicago 1893: A Trea,ury of \Vorld's Fair Art and Architecture University of Maryland Libraries, ~005 
J . Schwartz, E\'an I. Finding Oz I low L Frank Baum Disco\'ered the Great American Story. ~009 
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Exposition Universelle of 1900 
Paris, France, 1900 
This world's fair, Paris' fifth to host, stood in contrast to the Exposition Universelle of 1889. Paris' previous turn hosting the World's Fair 
had an intense focus on celebrating engineering, seen most notably in the creation of Gustave Eiffel's famous Eiffel Tower!. Influenced 
by the celebrated architectural explorations of the Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893, Paris shifted ils focus to celebrating art 
and architectural ornamentation in the design of this World's Fair2. The most notable architectural achievements of this exposition were 
Charles Girault's Grand Palais and the Petit Palais that adorned structural steel systems with highly plastic, expressive facades. 

Ex position Overvie" 

Main Entrance, Rene Binet, architect 

I lwarore, Se.an "Paris 1!100: Grand Palais.· A Treasury of World's ~·air Art and Architecture, Umwrsity of Maryland Libraries, '.!005. 
I!. Ib,d. 
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The National Mall 
Washington, District of Columbia, United States of America 
The National Mall, located in Washington, DC in the United States of America, is a landscaped park linking many national monuments, 
museums and civic buildings through a long lawn, Originally a series of smaller, individual Victorian Parks, the Mall began to take its 
current form with the creation of the McMillan Plan, developed by the McMillan Commission in the early 20th century1. The McMil
lan Plan, crafted through the guidance of Daniel Burnham, Frederick Law Olmstead and Charles McKim, envisioned a 300' -wide lawn 
bordered by American elms and monumental public buildings on either side2. 

Diagram of the National Mall in the McMillan Plan, Self 
Cami M llighsmith/ Library of Congress 

I Library of Congr.,,s \!0 18 
l! The Cultural Landscape Foundation l!OIR 
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The National Mall 
Washington, District of Columbia, United States of America 
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Magic Kingdom, Walt Disney World 
Orlando, Florida, United States, Walt Disney, 1971 
The Magic Kingdom at Walt Disney World Resort moves the visitor through the park through interaction with a series of objects and 
monuments while encouraging the suspension of disbelief through moving from the familiar to the unfamiliar. After arriving through 
a portal, or train station, the visitor first interacts with the familiar: the American "main street" and civic plaza centered around the 
American flagt. The visitor moves along the main arcade, down Main Street USA, and meanders through familiar shops and restau
rants. Visitors then arrive at the famous Partners statue of Walt Disney and Mickey Mouse, who reassure the visitor that the fantasy 
world about to be entered is a place for fun2. In this plaza, the visitor is given five different "lands" to enter, all separated by a body of 
water, requiring the final threshold of a bridge Lo be crossed before fully entering a land of fantasy. 

Diagram of Magic Kingdom Entry Se<1uence, Self 

l The Walt Disney Company. \1018 
ll. Herwig, Oliver., anJ llolzherr, F lorian Dream \Vorlds • Architecture and Entertainment. \1006 
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Magic Kingdom, Walt Disney World 
Orlando, Florida, United States, Walt Disney, 1971 

-- ~~ .... 
-~:-~:;:::.~ 
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~ · Jl> =~· .. ,. . ,.,, 

cvatlon. ~ in Street USA. (c) The Walt Disney Company 
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Magic Kingdom, Walt Disney World 
Orlando, Florida, United States, Walt Disney, 1971 

Magi,· Kingdom Se<1uence, Model by Author ------------------
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Experimental Prototype Community of Tomorrow 
Orlando, Florida, United States, Walt Disney, 1966-1967 
The Experimental Prototype Community of Tomorrow, or EPCOT, was an urban concept by Walt Disney developed in the l 960's. 
Inspired by Ebenezer Howard's Garden City Model, Disney's EPCOT dispersed both density in program and population out from a 
central core. In this proposal, Disney explored one of his great interests, the introduction of mass transit to the new decentralized urban 
model, through the creation of a central core completely devoid of automobiles and entirely indoom. 

I. The Walt Disney Company. 10IH. 
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Celebration, Florida 
Osceola County; Florida, United States, Walt Disney, 1994 

In 1994, the Walt Disney Company founded Celebration, Florida. Based on a master plan created by Robert A.M. Stern Architects, the 
resulting manufactured small town features densely packed single-family homes and neatly ordered community gathering spaces such 
as parks, and golf courses and canals. In plan, main streets radiate out from the Celebration Town Center (below), and terminate at the 
communities golf course to the northt. The town serves a model for the tenets of New Urbanism and includes buildings by Aldo Rossi, 
Michael Graves, Charles Moore, Robert Venturi, Phillip Johnson and Cesar Pelli. 

-Ma.,1er Plan, Robert AM Slern ,\rchitecls. 

I Robert AM Stern Arch11ec1< \1018 
·i llerw,g, Oli\'er., and llol, herr, Florian Dream Worlds , Architeclure and Entertainment. '.!OOli. 
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Futurama, New York World,s Fair General Motors Pavilion 
New York, New York, United States, Norman Bel Geddes, 1959 

After completing a model of a triangular city in 1937 for a Shell Corporation advertising campaign envisioning the model American 
city in 19571, Bel Geddes was commissioned by the General Motors Corporation to create what is regarded as his most influential 
vision of American urbanism: Futurama. Located within the General Motors Building at the 1939 New York World's Fair, Futurama of
fered visitors a 16-minute moving ride and a glimpse into the model American city of 1960. This imagined world presented by Geddes 
synthesized the decentralization of Frank Lloyd Wright's Broadacre City, the rigid order of Le Corbusier's Ville Contemporaine and the 
imagination of H.G. Wells (Maffei 154) into an urban environment stitched together by complete networks of highways. 

11-"~~P'-:!,.S)Dp 
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I Herwig, Oliver., and Holzherr, Florian. Dream Worlds , Architecture and Entertainment ~006. 
'1- Maffei, Nie. Norman Bel Gedde• , American Design Vi•ionary. -1018 IS•~ 
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Horton Plaza 
San Diego, California, United States, Jon Jerde, 1985 

Located in the core of downtown San Diego, California, Jon Jerde's Horton Plaza created a new urban district that would encourage 
visitors back to the empty downtown through the introduction of a new urban retail experience 1. The resulting complex brought shops, 
restaurants, offices, outdoor theaters, a cinema and a hotel together in hopes of creating a dynamic space that would cycle through 
different occupants at different times of day. Horton Plaza attracted 25 million people in its first year2. 

I. JERDE.com 
II. Ibid 
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Canal City Hakata 
Fukuoka, Japan, Jon Jerde, 1996 
When developed in 1996, Jerde's Canal City Hakata was the largest private development in the history of Japan!. This 9-acre, 2,583,340 
square foot development used water and natural elements to create a sequence that guides visitors by shops, restaurants, a movie theater 
and outdoor gathering spaces?. Large, colorful architectural forms are composed along the sequence to assist in way-finding. Similar to 
projects previously discussed, the element of crossing water to enter a curated, artificially constructed environment is used through a 
series of bridges connecting the bright, unusual architectural forms with the more orthogonal, traditional retail spaces. 

Canal City. Jerde 1996. 

I Jl:'.RDE.com 
.i Ibid 
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IV. Mr. Wizard, Ozma and 
The Development of Oz 

This thesis uses L. Frank Baum 's Land of Oz to tell the cautio11a1y tale ef the ways in which the built 

e11vironment can be used a means of distraction in the tmnsformation of publicly-held spaces to private hands with-

out the public's consent. In the.follawing two chapters the characters Ozma, Queen of Oz and Mr. Whitley Wiza,·d, an 

American real estate developer are described. Ozma, who seeks to upgrade her civic facilities and create a maste,--plan.for 

the Capital City of Oz hires M,: /Vizard of The Wzzard O,ganization.for his design services. IVhile the goals of M,: 

Wizard initially appea,· to be aligned with Ozma 's, we slowly realize that he has been quietly privatizing the public spac

es of Oz. Before Ozma and the citizens of Oz can even realize what is happening, Mr. Wizard has privatized the entire 

Capital City of Oz; ultimately transforming the city into a development known as The City of Emenzlds. 

The illustrations in the following two chapters reflect the designs created by Mr. /Vizard far the initial design 

concept meeting with Ozma. The designs shawn do not reflect what was ultimatley built following Ozian Value Engi

neering and adaptation to negotiation with Ozma, engineers and the Ozian Institute of Architects. 
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Ozma: The Queen 
Far, far away from our own world exists the marvelous Land of Oz. Surrounded completely by an nev-

er-ending desert, this nation exists independently from the rest of the universe, but when so desired, the ruler 

of the land can hire consultants from similar realms to advise over domestic matters. Over the past few de

cades, the Land of Oz has grown rapidly and in ways that could have never been previously imagined. To the 

East, the population of Munchkinland has innovated in the production of timber related products and the use 

of metal (primarily tin) as a building material, spurring on a building boom across the great land. The nation's 

industrial capital, the Emerald City, has benefited 

Ozma, Queen of Oz, is looking to transform the Emerald City through the implementation of a uni

fied series of public spaces for gathering, resulting in a grand, national park. Through the interaction with 

symbols of national significance, Ozma dreams that the citizens of Oz ,,,ill gain a sense of national unity, civic 

pride and duty in this period of economic transition. Additionally, in overseeing the ever-growing economy of 

the Land of Oz, the government that Ozma oversees has far outgrown their existing facilities, needing new 

administrative offices. To solve this issue, Ozma would like to build new, transparent administrative buildings 

adjacent to the great series of public spaces to speak to the availability of the government that she oversees. 

While a great leader, Ozma is struggling to conceptualize both the objects that are to be implemented 

and the way in which they should be composed in a new, national park for the renewal of national pride in this 

period of economic transition. At the advice of her Grand Court of Advisors, the Office of the Queen of Oz 

drafts and publishes a Royal Request for Proposals for the new, national center of Oz in the Emerald City. As a 

project of this scale and scope has never been undertaken in the Land of Oz, however, Ozma shares her Royal 

Request for Proposals with a realm that has experience in creating civic centers like the one she envisions: 

Earth. 

Existing Street-sc-<1pe, Capital City of 01., fllustration by Author 
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Mr. Whitley Wizard, The Developer 

\Vi1.ard Tower, Omaha Nebraska, Diagram by Author 

Sitting in his downtown Omaha, Nebraska office in 1986, American billionaire and tabloid personality 

Mr. Whitley Wizard is handed a sheet of parchment by his assistant. Addressed to "The Wizard Organiza

tion," Mr. Wizard's real estate empire, he finds "Royal Request for Proposals" scrawled across the top of the 

sheet. While different from earthly RFPs that had floated across his desk before, Mr. Wizard never passes by 

an opportunity to make a profit. After reading a project brief that outlined a nation rapidly industrializing and 

in need of a new monumental core, Mr. Wizard sees a chance to take advantage of the vulnerability of this 

nation and its leader in a period of economic transition by prnposing the design of a public-private partner

ship to design, build, own and operate the national park; a model that had successfully worked to erode public

ly held space in his own country and lined his pockets handsomely. 

In the world that Mr. Wizard lives and works, he is surrounded by an American population who has 

been alienated from their labor in their constantly evolving, rapidly spinning modern world. Mr. Wizard has 

identified this alienation as a nationwide state of anomie - or lack of place and purpose from the constantly 

evolving economy and social world. While this empty space in the American soul used to be filled with com

mon bonds and labor in a society held together by mechanical solidarity, Mr. Wizard has realized that provid

ing spaces for entertainment could provide a temporary banishment of this new sense of emptiness. 
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To distract from this emptiness, Mr. Wizard, after a small million-dollar loan from his father, began 

by developing miniature golf courses and shopping malls across the Midwestern United States. After modest 

success, Mr. Wizard desired to build bigger and accumulate a vast fortune, but to do so, needed to distinguish 

himself from other developers fighting to fill the American soul. By identifying another cause of American 

anomie: the lack of individuality, Mr. Wizard devised a scheme to advertise and draw people to his property. 

Through modernization and corporatization, the American population in Mr. Wizard's world finds 

themselves learning in an industrialized school system, working in large corporate towers and meeting in 

private shopping centers: all spaces and circumstances out of the control of the individual who occupies these 

respective spaces. Sensing the desire for individual expression in the American population, Mr. Wizard creates 

a larger-than-life personality of blustering bravado that he knows his fellow Americans will be drawn to and 

idolize in their state of isolation. Everywhere Mr. Wizard traveled, he made controversial platitudes aimed to 

garner free press coverage of his brand. Cars, planes and boats emblazoned with his name: WIZARD, accom

panied Mr. Wizard every step of the way; never allowing someone to forget who he was. In every interview, 

Mr. Wizard wore his navy suit and his signature emerald green power tie, creating a social identity that be

came easily identifiable with his projected lifestyle of fortune and fame, drawing Americans to his property in 

pursuit of experiencing the individuality and success that he exuded so confidently and consistently. 

Mr. Whitley Wizard, Diagram by Author. 
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The Land of Oz 

When Mr. Wizard first reads the Royal RFP, he tries to book a flight out of Nebraska to visit the Land 

of Oz to learn about the existing conditions. Reading further, he finds that Oz is accessible only be means of 

supernatural flight arranged by the ruler of Oz. The Land of Oz is surrounded by all sides by a vast, infinite 

desert leaving Oz in its own universe and safe from invasion from other countries or realms. 

In preparation for the arrival of the hot-air balloon that Ozma is sending to Omaha for his visit, Mr. 

Wizard studies the map of Oz provided by the Royal Government of Oz in the request for proposals to fur

ther familiarize himself with the land that he is about to visit. Surrounding the centralized Capital City are 

four large states, each with their own distinct geographical and cultural identity. 

To the East, lies Munchkin Country in bright blue, to the West Winkie Country in Yellow, to the 

South Quadling Country in Red and Gillikin Country to the North in Purple. The states to the North and 

South are highly rocky, arid and dry while the states to the East and West and temperate and fed by multiple 
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Land of 01. - Plan, Diagram by Author. 
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The Capital City of Oz 
The Oz River 

. . \ ' 
' ' 

The Capital City and the Oz River, Diagram by Author 

The two largest rivers in the Land of Oz - the Munchkin River in the East and the Winkie River 
in the West converge at the capital of the country to form the Oz River. Similar to similar cities across the 
universe, the Capital City is strategically located along its nation's main river for both the historic shipment of 
goods and as the nation's earlies form of transportation linking the East with the West. 
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The Capital City of Oz 
Site Access: Roads 

Oz National Road Network, Diagram by Author 

Six centuries ago, the four nations - Munchkinland, Winkie, Quadling and Gillikin - faced a great 
drought and decided to unify together and establish the Land of Oz as one, unified state. The Royal Family of 
Oz has ruled ever since. The site they chose for a new capital city was a former Munchkin stronghold along 
the Oz river. No longer needing the main security checkpoint at the mouth of the river and the impenetrable 
fortification encircling the city, as competition among the states was diminished, the new federation of states 
created many openings in the great wall allowing entrance from all directions by all citizens of Oz. Over the 
six centuries, a comprehensive series of roads from all nations leading to the Capital City were developed, 
terminating at the former city gate. 
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The Capital City of Oz 
Site Access: Entry 
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Points of Entry, Diagram by Author 
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Important to maintaining the unity of the different states of Oz is the ability for the Capital City to 
weave together and represent the needs of the entire nation. Successful in the current configuration of the 
Capital City is the multi-nodal organization and circulation that allows for citizens from all states and direc
tions to have equal access to the city. However, this creates challenges in terms of wayfinding throughout the 
city as no clear hierarchy exists. 
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The Capital City of Oz 
Public Land: National Parks 

01. National Road Network, Diagram uy Author 

Over the six centuries the Capital City has sat in its current position, a series of public parks have 
emerged for use by the citizens of Oz. Each park is adjacent to an existing, public government building, 
allowing each park to develop its own identity in a different part of the city. Ozma and the Ozian Govern
ment explain that while the parks are enjoyed by the public, they lack institutional cohesion and are difficult 
to maintain due to their dispersion throughout the city. Ozma would like the parks to be consolidated to one, 
cohesive mall that would emblemize a new era of Ozian national unity. 
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The Capital City of Oz 
Public Land: Civic Buildings 
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Oz Government facilitie.~, Diagram l>y Author 
The Capital City has never undergone a comprehensive master planning process. Therefore, the Royal 

Government of Oz lacks an institutional campus and identity and has instead adapted existing large-scale 
buildings that previously served as grain storage facilities or have built office spaces throughout the city as 
the function of the government grew. Government facilities occupy former towers within the rampart of the 
ancient city, spreading civic spaces along the periphery of the city. The main seat of government, The Capitol 
Building, sits at the center of the city, far from the dispersed towers along the edge. Ozma would like to con• 
solidate government buildings along the cohesive mall to increase efficiency and collaboration among agencies 
and give Ozian citizens a space an institutional space to identify where their governmental body works. 
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The City of Emeralds 
Mr. Wizard's Winning Proposal 

The City of Emeralds Concept Sketch, Diagram by Author 

After interviewing a series of designers, developers, planners and government officials across the planet and 
various centuries, Ozma feels the closest connection with a private developer in a land called Nebraska named 
Whitley Wizard. Of all the experts that Ozma interviewed to take on the project, Mr. Wizard seemed to best 
understand the intricacies of the complex Ozian economy that pulled its strength equally from the rural, re
gional economies and an urban, industrialized center. 
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City Redevelopment 
A Monumental Mall 

Ozma is interested in the architectural expression proposed by Mr. Wizard in creating a monumental 

core for The Capital City. Mr. Wizard has proposed maintaining a traditional Ozian language and scale along 

the perimeter of the site as to not overwhelm citizens with alien, Earthly architecture, but to introduce a new 

public-private type behind these facades that would allow the individual to feel at home in this new develop

ment, but would allow for the supervision and maintenance of the publicly owned building to also be com

pleted by Wizard Property Management LLC. Mr. Wizard's proposal posits that this new monumental core 

would be, 600' in width consist of S, 180' segments with American elms on either side with an open lawn in 

the center., 2 miles in length with monuments placed every 2,500'. 
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Monumental Mall, Diagram by Author 
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City Redevelopment 
Modern Convenience, References to the Familiar 

The Typical Unit, Tlze Emerald Suite, Diagram by Author 

Within each residential unit, to further provide comfort to the Ozian citizen in this period of transi

tion is the prototypical Emerald Suite. Each suite is comprised of a fountain pouring perfume, creating a soft, 

warm scent in the space and easing in relaxation. Along the perimeter is a low shelf full of wonderful, happy 

books that remind Ozians of the beauty of the countryside that doubles as a comfortable bench for lounging 

and reading. This shelf sits below street-facing windows that bathe the room in bright light, allowing the 

emeralds in the space to sparkle and dazzle the inhabitant. A wardrobe full of exquisite silk garments - includ

ed in the rent of the suite - of the latest fashions allows the inhabitant to enjoy the luxury of this new era of 

Ozian unity and togetherness. 

A Familiar Scale, Diagram by Author 
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City Redevelopment 
Modern Convenience, References to the Familiar 

Although hesitant at first, Ozma became won over by the idea of Mr. Wizard creating additional eco-

nomic growth in The Capital City by creating a public-private development on government land that would 

introduce retail, co-working and luxury residential to the civic core. These multi-use buildings, when complet

ed, would be owned by the government but operated by Wizard Property Management LLC. Ozma is delight

ed by a project financing structure that would have The Wizard Organization finance and develop the project, 

and then sell the project to the Ozian Government following the completion of government as Mr. Wizard 

explained that private industry was much more efficient than the public sector in building buildings by cir

cumventing bureaucratic burdens, which would ultimately leave Ozma with more funds to later finance more 

civic spaces for her constituents. 

DZ 

Typical Office Tower, Diagram by Author 
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City Redevelopment 
Monumental Spaces and Exquisite Materials 

For the new architecture to be introduced along the main monumental core, Mr. Wizard shares images 

of Earthly designs that he feels will excite Ozians the most. Dazzling photos from the 1900 Exposition Uni

verselle are shown to Ozma. The Quai des Nations is posed as a design option for an architectural compendi

um of regional Ozian architecture that can line the main lawn of the new central core. Mr. Wizard shares a 

concern with Ozma: he is worried that the different scales and types of architectural language proposed for 

this complex project could be too overwhelming for her constituents and could fail to create a cohesive iden

tity and brand for the Land of Oz. To resolve this problem, Mr. Wizard poses a solution: to create a series 

of Emerald Green buildings for a cohesive architectural identity (while serving his own needs of creating a 

themed, marketable space) and re-naming the city for a new century as The City of Emeralds. 

In the new, Emerald Palace, Mr. Wizard proposes a new series of monumental spaces for Ozma and 

her court to occupy. To exaggerate scale, time and sequence, Mr. Wizard proposes a series of gates, or thresh

olds, separating the subject and the throne, creating a national ritual and deifying the role of the state in 

society. The main monumental space is The Throne Room. In the throne room, visitors enter through a portal 

that marks a transition to a space celebrating the state into the Great Hall. In the Great Hall, citizens can 

engage with the Royal Court - the Legislative Body of Oz - and learn about constituent services. If seeking a 

visit with Ozma, the visitor moves through the Great Hall and waits in a small, comfortable vestibule. Next, 

the visitor enters the pe1·fectly round Throne Room and meets with the Head of State. 

Emerald Palace Throne Room, Diagram by Author 
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The City of Emeralds 
The Oz River 

The Capital City and the Oz River, Diagram by Author 

While the Capital City's riverfront originally consisted of large, industrial buildings and dense, 
multi-family boarding houses, Mr. Wizard's riverfront proposes a more complex mix of program. Mr. Wizard 
introduces privately-operated cultural institutions such as The Oz National Aquarium and The Oz National 
Maritime Museum. Adjacent to each cultural institution on each side are retail spaces and high-rise residential 
buildings to attract individuals to the waterfront from the entire city and anchor the development with perma
nent residents, ensuring a 24-hour cycle of different user groups. Between each proposed building and the Oz 
river itself is a long, thin park that allows residents of the city a space to lounge, eat and play. 
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The City of Emeralds 
Site Access: Roads 

Oz National Road Network, E>iagram by Author 

Mr. Wizard proposes the slow transformation of the road network within the Capital City to estab
lish hierarchy among its component parts and to simplify wayfinding for those within the city walls. In doing 
so, Mr. Wizard creates an dual-axial system, creating avenues oriented with the cardinal directions, with the 
Emerald Palace at the intersection of the two avenues. Radiating out from the Emerald Palace along the in
ter-cardinal directions are four grand boulevards, terminating at a national monument an park. Encircling the 
entire city is the Emerald Beltway that creates a circuit of Ozian parks. 
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The City of Emeralds 
Site Access: Entry 

Points of Entry, Diagram by Author 

To simplify and monitor entry into the Capital City, Mr. Wizard's City of Emeralds proposes four en
try gates oriented directly toward each cardinal direction, reflecting the geographic distribution of the Land 
of Oz. With a recent influx of capital in Munchkinland, Mr. Wizard identifies Munchkins as the tourist group 
with the greatest spending potential, and builds a grand entry gate oriented to the East to encourage their 
visitation to the city Mr. Wizard proposes a reception room with a 24-hour gatekeeper at each gate to ensure 
both visitor comfort, while also allowing for monitoring and tracking individuals entering and leaving the city. 
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The City of Emeralds 
Public Land: National Parks 

Oz National Parks, Diagram by Author 

To provide clarity among Ozian national parks, Mr. Wizard creates a national mall linking the Main 
Gate of Oz to the Emerald Palace. Spaced along this mall is a series of monuments outlining the history of 
Oz by recognizing important figures in Oz's history. Radiating out from the central green surrounding the 
Emerald Palace along the inter-cardinal boulevards are smaller monuments and parks. These smaller parks 
allow for outdoor recreation, dining and relaxation for those visiting the monument and adjacent shops and 
restaurants. Along the Oz River is a thin park for jogging, walking and strolling along the waterfront. 
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The City of Emeralds 
Public Land: Civic Buildings 

/ 

0 1. Government Facilit ies, Diagram by Author. 
For the City of Emeralds, Mr. Wizard proposes a series of semi-public facilities radiating out from the 

monumental center of the city: the Emerald Palace. The Palace, home to both the Executive and Legislative 
branches of the Ozian Government, is the largest and most ornate building proposed for the new city. Sur
rounding the palace is a series of smaller, executive and legislative office buildings. To support the govern
mental user groups of legislators and staff, Mr. Wizard places retail and restaurant spaces in the central zone. 
Along each cardinal avenue, Mr. Wizard suggests cultural facilities such as national museums of art, science 
and history. Along each inter-cardinal boulevard, Mr. Wizard proposes a series of ground-level retail spaces 
to draw visitors and residents to the cultural, retail and entertainment spaces located along the terminating 
point. 
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The City of Emeralds 
Project Phasing + Privatization 

For all five factors, Mr. Wizard creates a solution that Ozma emphatically agrees appears to be an 
improvement. Mr. Wizard even has phased the development of the project in a way that will not be disruptive 
to the way of life in Oz for its citizens, leading to a comfortable transition. Ozma, worried about the toll such 
change would have, is relieved to be working with a developer so aware of local concerns. 

00 - Capital City of Oz 

Phase0l - Monumental Mall Phase 02 • Administrative + Cultural Core 

Phase 03 - Waterfront Redevelopment Phase 04 • City of Emeralds 
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With the help oflocal designers salivating to use exquisite materials with the help of deep-pocketed 

Mr. Wizard, a new - some would call bizarre - language of architecture is explored and employed to dazzle the 

citizens of Oz. Emerald, the material choice of the Ancient Ozian, was decided to be a great choice to represent 

stability in this new age of development. To first enter the city, a threshold is designed. 

With the help of local landscape architects and designers, Mr. Wizard creates the monumental mall to 

ease in transition from the old, familiar Ozian world to the new center of the country. At the front of the mall, 

housing typologies are developed in familiar scales and language to ease the transition, but for convenience of 

operation, architects design in-house offices for Wizard Property Management at Mr. Wizard's request. 

The focal point of Mr. Wizard's development is a new administrative center for Ozma and her government. In 

this new facility, Mr. Wizard, local architects and interior designers create a comfortable palace that makes Ozian 

citizens feel that they can approach their leaders, seen in this office. To keep the space clean, safe and managed, 

Palace Management LLC is formed to handle the day-to-day operations of the building, allowing Ozma to run 

her country from her new great hall. 

I t 
t 1 ., I 

Emerald Gate of Oz, Diagram by Author. 
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After 15 years of development, and close rapport with Mr. Wizard, all phases have been completed and 

Ozma steps outside the palace for a walk to look at what her new city had done for her subjects. Happily, Ozma 

sees that these spaces are quite busy, lively and full of fashionable people dazzled by the new, exquisitely designed 

parks, malls and museums. As she spends more time in her newly developed spaces she realizes that her friend 

Mr. Wizard and his corporate subsidiaries were controlling more of the city than she had previously believed. 

Peculiarly, all these spaces were watched over by unfamiliar men in green suits. Feeling uneasy, she returns to 

the palace to speak with her friend. 

At the gates of the palace, she finds herself greeted by two men in green suits who inform her that at the 

request of the leader of the country: The Wonderful Wizard of Oz, she is not allowed in. They begin to escort her 

out of the city where she screams to her subjects to retaliate, rise up and defend the land of Oz from this takeover. 

Unfortunately, they were all too distracted to notice or care. 
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V. Dorothy and the Revelation 

Over the next forty yea,-s, the City of Emeralds was rnled by the Great and Poweiful Wizard of Oz. Those 

living in the city of excitement and entertainment were happy and contented and prosperous. The city grew and grt.w, but 

the Wizard Organization expanded its operations to meet the city's needs. Through regional expansion to t/ze rest of the 

country a assigning a Vice Presitknt Witch to oversee each of the four districts, Mr. W izard created a national i1ifra

structure far the production and distn·bution of goods to the City. 

All was calm in the City of Emeralds until one day a skeptical young girl from Kansas arrived, tkmanding to 

speak with him. The first to question his authon·ty since Ozma, yomig Dorothy asked to go home. Without any real power, 

Mr. Wizard panicked, not expecting to ever be faced by a request that could not be solved through consumptive distraction. 

In hopes of 1-idding himself ef the gir4 he sent her to the home of hzs Vice Presitknt of Sales: The Wicked 

Witch ef the West. While he told Dorothy to kill the Witch, he knew this girl would be no match for his faithful fnend; 

skillful in selling a consumer so many products they forgot what it was they ever originally wanted. Little did he know 

that Dorothy had already toppled one of his Vice Presidents and was prepared to do so again. 
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V. Dorothy and the Reveal 
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Alter a journey of t\\O weeks' time, Dorothy and her companions were returning to the City of 
Emeralds victorious. As the Wizard had told her, if she could kill the Wicked Witch of the West, then he ,, ould 

grant her,, ish of returning to Kansas. Finally, she was going home. 
As they walked along, a green glow glimmered in the distance. The glow became brighter and brighter, 

and it seemed that at last they were nearing the end of their travels. Passing over a bh1t1; the enormous skyline 

of the Emerald City appeared again, surrounded by a high and thick shimmering wall. 

At the end of the road of yellow brick was a big gate, all studded with emeralds that glittered so 
brightly in the sun that even the painted eyes of the Scarecro,, were dazzled by their brilliancy. 
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Then the big gate swung slowly open, and they were met again by a man dressed head-to-toe in green velvet. 
"Follow me he said," and the party passed through and found themselves in a high arched room. 

"Remember, you must put on the spectacles," the gatekeeper said. 
"Why?" asked Dorothy. 

"Because if you did not wear spectacles the brightness of the Emerald City would blind you. Even those who 

Ii, e in the City must wear spectacles night and day. They are all locked on, for Oz so ordered 1t "hen the City 
,,as first built, and I ha\'e the only key that will unlock them: 
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Dorothy was hesitant to put them back on She always had the li.inniest leeling that someone was 

always watching her mo,·ements and the glasses limited her ,·ision. 

"The Wizard is very pleased at what you have done. He ordered a parade he held in the City Park in your 

honor." 

"That will not be neces.~ary. but tell him thank you very much." 

•1 certainly will. I will accompany you to the parade his behalf" The Gatekeeper replied. 

•Don"t worry so much Dorothy" whispered the Tin Man, ~no one is trying to trick you. We can trust the 

Wizard." 
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IN O l. WE TRIISl 
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They left the gate room and were again amazed by the brilliancy of t~e city. Passing ro\1 s of green marble 

houses similar to the ones of painted wood they had seen along the Yellow Brick Road, Dorothy looked as 
women and children all in green veh·et ran towards the music and celebration in the distance. 

'This must be the parade. I ,1 ish it was not happening so I could see the Wizard and return home." 

"But you must be celebrated[ This is certainly a momentous occasion. The Wizard even ordered Ozian Parlia

ment to name today in your honor!" exclaimed the Gatekeeper. 
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,.. 

The four friends attended the parade and were in awe of the splendor and magnitude of the 

spectacle. 

r. 

II; 

In every direction the friends looked, people \Vere marching in robe.~ of green velvet, waving banners proudly 

hearing the Great Seal of Oz. 

"Certainly The Wizard must be wealthy to afford such a generous parade!" said The Scarecrow. 
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"Oh but he is!" replied the Gatekeeper "you must visit the Monument to the Divine Landing! The Wiz

ard generously built this monument to give each Ozian a splendid view of the City, much like "hat the 

Wizard saw when he arrived in his balloon and now sees from his office! Let us go buy tickets and climb 

up!" 

"You can stand and face the direction of each land in Oz as a reminder to the prosperity brought to Oz 

by our grand core City," said the woman at the ticket booth, "please enjoy the wonderful views!" 

"While I'm thankful for such a \\onderfitl, exciting <lay, will we head to the Wizard soon? I would like to 

return home soon," said Dorothy. 
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Although Dorothy was frustrated to not see the Wi1.ard, she an<l her friends were led to stores 

located inside each 01.ian m11seum to take their gifts. At the Museum of Wizardly Wardrobes, Dorothy 

saw the most beautifol shoes she had ever seen. While she was tempted to trade in her ruby slippers for 

a pair, she resisted when she remembe1·ed importance on her feet. Lea\'ing the .~hoe !>tore and tired of 

waiting, celebrating and consuming, Dorothy insisted to see the Wizar<l. 

"We may go now."' The gatekeeper said, and the group left to Wizard Tower. 
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Arriving in the lobby of Wizard Tower, Dorothy and her friends were struck by the lush gar
dens inside and the large e.~calator occupying the space. 

"Take the escalator through the Monument to Wizardly Kindne.~s and you will find an elevator. Go to 

the end of the hall and take another elevator to the 106th floor to The Wizard's private olfa:e. I will 
leave you here," said the Gatekeeper. 
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Dorothy an<l her frien<ls walked down the hallway for what felt like ages. As she walke<l, she felt 

the space get tighter and tighter, while its appearance ne,·er appeared to change. Alier an uncomfortable 

ele,·ator ride, the travelers again entered the Wizard"s enormous prh ate ollice. 
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After taking seats at his long table, The Wizard bellowed "I Am Oz, The Great and Terrible. What 

would you like?" 

"We would like our promises fulfilled!" the four responded. 

"Were you not satisfied with your gifts? Your holiday? Your parade? Do not be .~o selfish," he said sternly. 

"You said if we killed the Wicked Witch of the West, \\e would be granted our wish!" Dbrothy yelled. 

"You promised in the Name of Oz! It is the law!" roared the Lion. 

"Laws? I make the laws' Gifts and parades and comforts are better than any brain, heart, courage or trip to 

Kansas. Now go and come back tomorrow," 
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In that moment of frustration, Dorothy realized 
something from the Wizard's retractions and lies: that 

she had been tricked. 

He had no power and he was not going to grant their 
wishes. 
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t. parliament ll. museum 

!l. mega-mall 

Why did she ever think that he had power? The parades, the parks and the museums of the city? 

She reali1.ed they each told a different part of the story of the Wi1.anl: the parades of his splendor, the parks 

of his generosity and the museums and collections of his intelligence and status. 
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I 

I. product display 

!! .. brand integration 

:!. textured tricks 

His companies? The shoe stores? The products he created to be gi\'en and sold to consumer.~ 
were not what people needed to be complet like hearts or brains or homes- to be but instead substi

tutes and distractions. 
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Ill 
I . ott:.module separation ~- embedded information S. structural dis-integ1ity 

4. form does not follow fiinction !.i. familiar scale 6. warped scale 

The beautiful exhibition of products, finely detailed stores and oflices created his brand - his identity -

that they trusted and respected. Mr. Wizard built a world in his image and embedded his identity within it. 
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City of Emeralds Plan 
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Together, this elaborate branded net\\ork of parks, museums, monuments tricks worked together to 

create the conception of po,\er and generosity that Dorothy now knew had never existed beyond the world built 

around her. 
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The man is the city, and the city is the man. 

Enraged, Dorothy took the metal hat off of her tin companion's head and hurled it at the floating head 

The hat flew straight th1ough the head as if there was nothing there but air and shattered a glass wall in the 

distance. 
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Sitting behind this broken glass was a small man on a stool 

"Who are you?" yelled Dorothy 

"I am The Wizard of Oz." he croaked. "The Man Behind the Curtain Wall." 
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The Moral of the Story 
While the dystopian world of the capitalist Wizard appears to be a place occupied hy the imagination, the 

prh·atized, neoliberal world that Dorothy visited is not that diflerent from the country she came from. 

Similar to the role of narratives adult in guiding indi\•iduals from the familiar to the unfamiliar, 
humankind looks to symbols and the state to guide them through unfamiliar periods of transition. 

Unique to our modern age, however. is the slow appropriation of public symbols by private interest~ for the means 
of distraction and entertainment of individuals for power and profit, the seizure of democratic rights, and the 

destruction of the planet. 

Architectural typologies used long by the state have now been employed by corporations to create their own 
spaces. 

Their own monuments. 

Their own cities. 

Their own nation-states. 

And now, in our globalized economy, corporate entities have begun to supersede the very 
nation-states that facilitated their rise, creating the impending reality of a corporate, privatized 

globe. 

While the Land of Oz was unable to escape the spread of corporate hegemony. we as 
designers still have the opportunity to engage in designing a better future. 

But first, we must take off the green glasses of our inherited world-view to imagine a more 
equitable, 

democratic and sustainable planet. 

As designers we have the unique position to positively impact the built world of the future 
through voicing our concerns in the present. 

However, if we do not pay attention to the type of work that we are asked to do, vigilantly 
ask questions and choose to peel back the curtain on what we're actually doing every once in a 
while, then we will be complicit in the erosion of democratic spaces alongside leaders like Mr. 

Wizard. 
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How arc systems of obJccls used as a m4lant of distratlion in the 
process of rhe co,porarlzsr/on of democracy? In L Frank B•um·s d asslc 
"The Wonderful Wizard of oz· (1900). the Wizard does not exist beyond 
the tricks of a small man hidir,g behind a curtain. yet 4• able to rule an 
enllr• nation How did he do lhis' Stories, legends, art and architectural 
objects work togelhe, to painl a portrait of Ille phy• lca' ly noo-exlslent by 
offering physical arlifac,s to, lhe indMdual to Interact with and internal 
ize. Similarly. the modem a1ale creates its own network of object3 for ihe 
eonstruc:Uoti of a na1iona1 vernacular -- '\ 

~ 1/:'i:i: /l However. as public functions have been privatized and ope,ated 
bycorpo,ate entities, these architectural objects have transitioned from 

~ - •1 reifl&d conceptc of democracy to a branded architecture of corporate 
:. ..; reassurance Through hlding behind the curtain ofan architecture as 
:'. • entet\alrnnent wrporatlons have d1suo1eted lhe tndMdual American from 

llOll(log lhat thffl public • P- • have been prlsatized and Of'C!'•ted by 
t nonym<lta, undemocratically elected leader•. The W1zard'1 City or [mer 
aids, the l11Ny priva1i1ed sett,ng prnvldAII by llaum and th a thegtg, Sffl'Ves 
u e celftk)nary ti le ol the power of architecture to reassure. d~tract and 
cntertaln 
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VI. Final Presentation 
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final BoarJ Layout 
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. ,i 
• • ' .... .. 1 

Final Curtain Assembly 
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Final Curtain 
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i~flll 

,l.!~i 
·•... - -- -

--------~ -----

Straight from the Wu:anl's Mouth 
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~\ITTIIJ~ The Ozian 
_f ~'- Institute 
-..;,;::,:...- of Architects 

Ozian Institute of Architects Graphic Standards 
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IITheOzian 
Institute 
of Architects 

PRESS RELEASE 

Contact: Elisa Willis 
Director of Public Affairs 

ewillis@oia.org 
http://twitter.com/ozianarch 

The Ozlan Institute of Architects Celebrates Continued Splendld Relationship with 
The Wonderful Wizard of Oz 

OIA Recognizes the Significant lmpomnca and Contribution of the Wizard to Ozian Cultur& and Society 

For immediate release. 
City of Emeralds, Land of Oz 

The OIA and its 89,000 members are committed to working with The Wizard of Oz to 
address the issues our country faces, particularly strengthening the nation's built 
fabric of dynamic commercial spaces. During his tenure. The Wizard of Oz has called 
for committing at least 500 billion gold bricks in spending to dynamic commercial spaces 
every five years. We stand ready to work with The Wizard of Oz and with the incoming 
115th Ozian Parliament to ensure that investments in Ozian charter schools, healthcare 
treatment centers and other public-private entertainment centers continue to be a major 
priority. 

We also congratulate members of the new 115th Ozian Parliament on their election. 
We urge both The Executive Office of Wizardly Administration and the new Parliament to 
work toward enhancing the design and construction sector's role as a major catalyst for 
job creation throughout the Ozian economy. 

This is a wonderful time to be an architect in Oz. It is now time for all of us to work 
together to create an urban environment that keeps all Ozians happy, contented and 
prosperous. 

About The Ozlan Institute of Architects (O/A) 
Founded In 2134, OIAis the national proress.onal organization tor architects In Oz. Headquartered in the 
City of Emeralds, the OIA;. governed by a Board of Directofll representing each of Oz"s most lmpOflant 
industries. We advocate for the price value of architaclura and entartainmellt by giving architects Bild 
developefll lhe resources they need to create engaging commercial spacas. Our wolk creates profit 
through the power of des'gn. Visit https~/nleonard950.wixs~e.comlcityofemerakls. 

O zian Institute of Architects Press Rdease 
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IZ1 The Ozian Institute of Architects 
~ @021anarch 

0 .!. Follow 

At this year's #OIADesignAwards, we look forward to 
celebrating design that innovates, excites and improves Oz so 
long as it does not upset or challenge our Wizard, 
@TheWizardOrganization or any of its subsidiaries. #OIA 
#innovation 

R£1V.l"T. LS 

110 583 

12 00 PM -08 May 2019 

Ozian Institute of Archikcts Tweet 
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rz1 The_ Ozian Institute of Architects 
~ @oz1anarch 

-0 .!.• Follow 

We are excited to give this year's OIA Sustainability Award to 
@ABCArchitects for the design of all Reeboz Stores. Using 
custom facade panels manufactured faraway in Munchkinland, 
Reeboz stores use 97% less energy than before. With this 
reduction, they have gained Emerald Green Status! 
#sustainability #OIA 

REIWEETS LIKES 

110 583 

12:00 PM · 08 May 2019 

Ozian Institute: of Architects Tweet 
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~ The Ozian Institute of Architects 
~ @oz,anarch 

0 .!.· Follow 

Join us today for the First Annual #DorothyDayParade at the 
Monument to the Divine Landing! Thank you to our fellow 
corporate sponsors @TheWizardOrganization, 
@EmeraldCitiBank and @OzBroadcastingCorp for co-organizing 
such a wonderful event! 

IIEIWEETS LIKES 

110 583 

12 00 PM 08 May 2019 

Ozian Institute of Architects Tweet 
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Dorothy Day Parade Throw 
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AboutOIA 
The OIA and its 89,000 members are committed to working with The Witard 
of Oz to address the issues our country faces. particularly strengthening the 
natton·s built fabric of dynamic c:ommerctal spaces. During the h1& tenure. The 
Wizard of Oz has called for committing at least 500 billion gold bricks In 
spending to dynamic commercial spaces every five years. We stand ready to 
woric with The Wizard of Oz and with the incoming 115th Ozian Parliament to 
ensure that investments in Ozial'I charter schools. healthcare treatment 
centers and other public-prwate entertainment centers continue to be a 
major priority. 

We also congratulate members of the new 115th Ozien Parfiment on their 
election. We urge both The Executive Office of Wizardly Admin1strat1on and 
the new Parliament to work toward enhancing the design and construction 
sector's role as a major ~talyst for job creation throughout the Ozian 
economy. 

This is a wonderful time to be an architect 1n Oz. It is now time for all of us to 
woric together to create an envi ronment that keeps ua happy and content. 

Ozian Institute of Architects Website 
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Our Values 
Now more than ever, the collective voice of architects. developers and 
corporations is essential for designing a better future for the Land of Oz. 
Even in times of change, OIA's values of creating profit remain constant. 
We are at the table with The Executive Office of Wizardly 
Administration and are committed to a better built environment and a 
prosperous architecture profession. 

Combined with Ozian architectural advocacy in Oz,an Parliament the 
agenda created with The Executive Office of W1Z1rdly 
Administration serves as a sol 1d foundation upon which we will anchor our 
profession in the Ozian economy. 

Ozian Institute of Architects Website 
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Little Architecture Book 
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Little Architecture Book 
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